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In this paper is characterized the situation wherein the properties of modal 
controllability are valid for the abstract linear autonomous control system 
i = Ax + bu, where A is a weighted shift operator and b is a vector in separable 
Banach space. When A is a basis operator on l’, it is shown that the control system 
is modal controllable. It is proved that the same result is valid for a unicellular 
weighted shift if the system is strictly cyclic or exactly controllable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the control system in a separable Banach space X whose 
dynamics are given by 
i=Ax+bu, x(0) = 0, (1) 
where A is a bounded operator and b E X. For us the controllability of the 
system means that b is a cyclic vector for A. For vectors b E X, f E X*, 
b @I f will denote the rank one operator (b @f)x = f(x)b. Thus for (l), 
choosing a state feedback means choosing a vectorfand replacing (1) by the 
system 1= (A + b @f)x + bv. In attempting to generalize results of 
Wonham on pole assignment to the infinite-dimensional case, it is well 
known that by ‘a perturbation of the form b 0 f one can hope to move only 
the point spectrum and nothing else. Some special kind of pole assignment, 
so-called modal controllability, will be derived here for a class of weighted 
shifts on the basis of Kopec’s results [ 11. 
We assume that a bounded sequence of complex numbers (pi)7 
lPi+ I I < IPi i = l, 2,***, lim Ipi1 =0 i+m (2) 
is given. For system (l), modal controllability means that for every sequence 
M of type (2) there is an f E X* such that o,(A + b @ f) = M, where on 
denotes the point spectrum. 
THEOREM A (Kopec [ 11). Let {A”-lb}? be a basis in Banach space X 
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and let X, be the Banach space of sequences {c,,) for Ichich the series 
CR, c,A”-‘b is convergent. If the sequence of vectors 
n-1 
e, = {On, 1, O,...) 
is a basis in X,, then system (I) is modally controllable. 
2. THE CASE OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS 
Let lp be the space of all sequences x = Ix,,}? = (x,, x, ,..., xk ,...) of 
complex numbers for which CzEO (x, Ip < co is valid. We define the shift 
operator as Sx = S(x,, x, ,...) = (0, x0, x, ,... ) and operator of multiplication 
as Ax = A(x,, x, ,...) = (&x0, AI x, ,... ) for x E lp. The weighted shift on the 
space lp is the operator A = &I. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a linear operator on lp, 1 < p < co. We say that 
A is a basis operator if A is a cyclic operator and if for every vector x, x # 0, 
x E lp, there is a linear isomorphism V: lp + lp, an integer i > 0, and a 
sequence of complex numbers (c,} ,“=@ for which Ve, + i = c,A “x, n > 0 is 
valid. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = S/i be a basis operator on lp and let x = Ax + bu 
be a controllable system. Let M be a modal sequence. Then there exists a 
vector f E X* such that the point spectrum of A $ b Of is M. 
Proof: Let i = Ax + bu be a controllable system and let A be a basis 
operator. Let (c,,)~!, be a sequence of complex numbers for which Ve,, i = 
c,A”b, n > 0. Then i= 0 because {A”b},“=, is a complete set in lp. Since 
Ve, = c,A”b, n > 0 is valid, then b, Ab, A2b ,... is a basis in lp. Then 
according to the result of Kopec, for system (1) the properties of modal 
controllability are valid. 
EXAMPLE. Weighted shifts with A, = l/(n + 1) or A,, = q”, )q j < 1 are 
basis operators and for the system 1= Ax + bu Theorem 1 is true. 
We consider now the discrete system x,+ , = Ax, + bu,, where the x, 
belong to a linear space X called the state space and b is a fixed vector in X. 
Let u,, = f(x,) + v, b; a feedback. Then for every modal sequence M there is 
an f such that a,(A + b Of) = M if A = SA is a basis operator. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A is a strictly cyclic unicellular weighted shift and 
X ,,+ , = Ax, + bu, is controllable. Then the properties of modal controllability 
are valid. 
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Proof. Since A is a strictly cyclic operator according to the result of 
Kerlin and Lambert [2], then fp(w,) is a Banach algebra, where x E fP(~,) if 
I/xI]=‘~J]x,]~Iw,]~ < co, w,=&.-.,I~-,. Then A also is a basis operator 
because A is a unicellular operator (see Nikolski [3]). By Theorem 1, for 
every sequence M there is an f such that a& + b @f) = M. This completes 
the proof. 
EXAMPLE. Theorem 2 is valid for strictly cyclic system on lp (see 141). 
We have the notions of exact controllability (Fuhrmann [S]). Let A(k) = 
{(a,)?=, ] {a,,} E 12(0, co), an = 0 for n > k} and let A = u,,, A(k), A is a 
dense subset of f2(0, co). 
DEFINITION 2. The controllability operator of the system 
X ,,+r =Ax, +bu, is defined by C({a,})=~n>oanA”b. We say that the 
system is exactly controllable if C can be extended to a continuous map of 
Z’(O, co) onto X. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A: I2 + l2 be a unicellular weighted shift and 
X ,,+, = Ax, + bu, an exactly controllable system. Then the properties of 
modal controllability are valid. 
Proox We consider the controllability operator C: 12(0, co) -+ H, 
C((a,})=~,,,a,A”b since x,+, = Ax,, + bu, is exactly controllable, then 
the system is controllable and C is an operator onto H. Thus A is a strictly 
cyclic operator. By Theorem 2 the result follows. 
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